
How to Develop 

Outreach Stories for All Ages 



Goals of this Session

The goals of this session are to explore
• Why WE4H uses stories for 

health/science outreach.
• Steps for co-designing stories with 

community partners and evaluating 
their impact.

• How you might use stories in your 
health/science outreach projects.

• Practicing the steps to creating a 
good story.



How are We Planning to Work?
• Each table will work together as a group to create a plan 

for a short three-panel story and the start of a script.
• The session will have three 10-minute writing breaks with 

prompts. The time will be short, but just get as far as you 
can!

• We will be going through this content quickly, but don’t 
worry! This presentation and the handouts are 
downloadable by scanning the QR code on your handout.



What is We Engage 4 Health (WE4H)?
WE4H is a 20+ member interdisciplinary academic–
community partnership focused on promoting health and 
citizen science in local communities through graphic stories 
and hands-on activities. 

The target audiences for WE4H health and science stories are 
people aged middle school through adult who are residents of 
various communities in the Cincinnati area – many are 
minority and lower income families.

The writing style respects target audience members as having 
valuable life experience and knowledge, but they are not 
assumed to know health and science terminology. When 
needed, these terms are explained in the writing.



• Humans are wired for stories.

• Stories speak to the part of the brain 
where decisions are made.

• Stories make it easier for people to 
remember.

• Reading out loud can help people to 
feel ownership of the information.

• Graphic-style stories makes it easy for 
people of all ages and with a wide 
range of literacy levels to read stories 
out loud together because the text is 
less dense and pictures support the 
words in conveying information. 



Co-Design of Stories
By “co-design” of stories, we mean actively collaborating with 
partnering organizations and target audiences in any or all phases of 
the story development process.
• Co-design involves active involvement of all partners and is not 

just asking them to rubber-stamp finished work.
• Co-design includes meeting to understand needs and views of the 

target community, creation and critique of outlines and scripts, 
and review of the final product.

• Co-design requires planning for a longer timeline to properly 
involve community, but the benefit is worth the time.



Groups Involved in WE4H Co-Design Steps

WE4H team: 
• WE4H staff, WE4H interns, community representatives, and health/science faculty members associated 

with the WE4H project 

Community organizations: 
• The community organizations with a desire to use a graphic style story for community health/science 

outreach.

Target audience members: 
• Provide perspective of the topic or represent the target audience in some way. 

• For example, they may have a disease or health concern relevant to the specific topic of the story, be 
participants (or guardians of child participants) in local health research projects, or a be a community 
member who might use a community resource provided by the community organization.

Content experts:
• Science, education, or medical professionals who particularly provide input on content accuracy.

At each co-design step, some or all of these groups will contribute.



Story Co-Design Main Steps
Stage Tools

A Envision Story: goals, big ideas, characters, story arc
Story Development Planner

Co-Designer Experience Survey

B Story Script: develop, critique, and revise
Script Review Survey

Co-Designer Experience Survey

C Story in Comic Layout: develop, critique, and revise
Comic Review Survey

Co-Designer Experience Survey

D Test story: test with target audience and revise

Story Impact Survey
*Co-Designer Story Satisfaction 
Survey

(*Satisfaction with how the end-
product reflects co-designer input)

E Implement story: Use in programming and evaluate
Story Impact Survey
Pre-Post Content surveys
Focus Groups





Who is the target audience for our stories?
The target audiences for WE4H health and 
science stories are elementary school through 
adult aged residents of various communities 
in the Cincinnati area – many are minority 
and lower income families.

The writing style respects target audience 
members as having valuable life experience 
and knowledge, but they are not assumed to 
know health and science terminology. When 
needed, these terms are explained in the 
writing.



How could you use stories in your 
health/science outreach project?
In health/science outreach, stories can have many kinds of purposes, such as: 
• Recruit community members to attend outreach programming
• Educate citizen scientists about research protocols 
• Share research results with communities

Whatever their purpose in health/science outreach, stories can function to 
• Spark conversations: Stories can trigger conversations. These conversations can be the 

catalysts that spark actions.
• Let people imagine the future: Stories can present new and unexplored possibilities. 

Stories can paint a vision of the future scenarios.
• Model problem solving skills: Stories can show how others have solved problems. In 

health/science outreach, this problem solving can relate to conducting research or 
addressing community or personal health concerns.



What is Story Sharing?
In the WE4H project, we find that our stories have the greatest power 
when experienced as a communal reading with follow-up discussions 
and inquiry activities. We are defining this experience as “story 
sharing” as opposed to passively self-reading a story. 
Story sharing
• Creates a level playing field where knowledge prior to the story is not 

required for the discussion and inquiry activities that follow.
• Provides a shared process that builds on the natural ability of stories 

to stimulate similar activity in the brains of readers and listeners.
• Facilitates two-way interactions between facilitator and all 

participants.



Sample Health Fair Mini-Story
These extremely short stories have three panels and 200-250 words. WE4H uses them in health fairs where they are 
read out loud by groups of visitors to health fair tables. This is the type of story you will practice creating today.  



Sample Health Fair Story



Using Big Ideas to Organize Stories

• Big Ideas are the concepts or principles central to the story. They 
anchor or connect all of the smaller ideas and facts in a story.

• Learning objectives come from the big ideas. Learning objectives are 
measurable knowledge and skills.

• One big idea can have more than one learning objective.
• Having only 3 Big Ideas keeps us from “vomiting” information and 

requires we focus on what we really want our story to share.



Example: “Take Your Best Shot”  

WE4H developed the story “Take Your Best Shot” as 
part of our Coronavirus Learning Companion 
resource. The theme of the story is  that vaccine 
hesitancy can be reduced with information to 
address people’s concerns.
Big Ideas
• How can this vaccine work and be safe when they 

made it so much faster than previous vaccines?
• Why do I have to get this vaccine? Isn’t it enough 

if other people get it?
• Is the benefit of getting a COVID-19 vaccine 

greater than the risk of a bad reaction to it?



Story Development Main Steps



Now its Your Turn!

Work with the people at your table to decide
1. What project/program will your story be used for? 

Select one of your own projects or select an idea from the 
set provided on your handout.

2. What is the goal/purpose of your story?
3. What are your three big ideas?

Your goal today is to start creating a three-panel mini story of about 200-250 words.



Components of Successful Stories
• Stories have a theme (main idea or underlying meaning) conveyed 

using characters, setting, dialogue, and plot.

• Stories often have a three-step story arc: the conflict (problem), 
the action (solution), and the resolution (result).

• Characters typically include a protagonist, around whose challenge 
the story revolves, an antagonist (but the antagonist may just be a 
situation), and a supporting cast. 

• The characters need traits that allow the story to be believably 
told, such as a reason to know certain science information. 



Story Arc in Health/Science Outreach Stories
Conflict
• In most classic stories the story arc focuses on a direct conflict between the 

protagonist and an antagonist. Even the Three Little Pigs have a conflict with the 
Big Bad Wolf!

• In health/science outreach stories the “conflict” is usually not with an antagonist 
in the form of a character. The conflict may be a need for information or skills to 
address a challenge. The conflict can be anything that hinders the progress 
attempted by protagonist or prevents him/her from solving the problem.

• The conflict provides the urgency that makes 
the information you want to convey valuable.

For example, in “Take Your Best Shot” Miss 
Georgia’s conflict is that she’s frustrated about 
the lifestyle restrictions brought by COVID, but 
she’s uncertain about getting a COVID 
vaccination.  



Action
• The action in a health/science outreach story is usually 

the protagonist finding a way to get information, skills, 
and/or support needed.

In Take Your Best Shot, Miss Georgia 
expresses her concerns to two friends. 
One of them, a retired science teacher 
has the knowledge base to offer good 
quality answers to Miss Georgia’s 
questions. The other friend, a young 
teenager, adds her positive perspective 
on vaccines to the conversation.  



Resolution
• The resolution (payoff) of your story is the fulfillment your 

protagonist’s choices to pursue their goal.

In Take Your Best Shot, Miss 
Georgia decides a COVID vaccine 
is a good choice for her and that she 
is looking forward to less restrictions 
and more socializing with friends.



Characters

• What kinds of characters are relatable to your target audience?
• What kinds of information do characters have to convey? What 

background do they need to believably know this information?
• What kinds of experiences and relationships do characters need to 

have (back story) to believably move the story arc?



The characters’ unconventional skin and hair are designed to represent a range of tones and 
textures without being limited to specific ethnicities. In this way, the characters are diverse yet 
relatable for people of all backgrounds.

WE4H Characters







Now its Your Turn!

Work with the people at your table to decide
1. What is your story arc?

conflict (problem), the action (solution), and the resolution (result).
2. Who are your characters?

protagonist, around whose challenge the story revolves, an 
antagonist (person or situation), and a supporting cast.
To speed up the process for today’s session, you can choose your 
characters from our cast of characters guide.

A three-panel mini story will not develop the story arc as fully as a longer story, 
but its still important to define it.



Drafting the Script

Set the stage…



Drafting the Script
Identify the conflict…

1
2



Drafting the Script
Move the action forward

1

2



Drafting the Script
Resolve the conflict

1

2



Drafting the Script

1. Each character’s speech should be 
natural and suitable to their background, 
age, and experience. Avoid stilted 
language.

2. Minimize talk that sounds like a school 
lecture…what we call information dump. 
Try to have ideas emerge through 
conversation.

3. Define all unfamiliar words in the story. 
Introducing new vocabulary can be 
valuable and fun for readers but be sure 
to define it.



Drafting the Script
1. Be careful not to inadvertently introduce 

science misconceptions. Making science 
ideas understandable to all readers is a 
challenge, and simplification can 
introduce misconceptions.

2. Avoid inadvertently expressing bias or 
judgement. Unconscious bias can come 
through in character’s comments.

3. Make sure each character contributes to 
building knowledge or experience. Don’t 
let one “expert” tell everything. Make 
sure all characters contribute from their 
own experience and point of view.



Now its Your Turn!

Work with the people at your table to begin to 
draft your script for a three-panel story.



After the Session

If you’d like to continue developing your story after this session
• Finish your script draft.
• Self-evaluate your story with the Script Review Survey.


